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DIRECTION FOLLWING & POSITIONAL WORD PRACTICE:  MS. STEFON PLAYS SIMON SAYS WITH US   

Dear families:  As we finish up 

November, the first trimester is 

coming to a close.  It’s amazing to think 

how much time has passed since the 

first day of kindergarten!  I hope 

everyone enjoyed the first book bag 

with their children.  Please, use them as 

much as you want throughout the week, 

whether reading together, listening to 

your child read, practicing sight words, 

or examining reading strategies. 

 

Reading:  Children examined the vowels, 

Ii and Ee, throughout the week.  For 

/i/, we make an itching motion and for 

/e/, we cup our ear like we are listening 

for an echo.  Don’t forget to ask your 

child to ‘sound’ and ‘sign’ these letters!  

Our new sight word is ‘here’.  A festive 

song to remember this word is to the 

tune of “Jingle Bells”: “Here is spelled, 

here is spelled, h-e-r-e, here! Here’s a 

swell jingle bell, h-e-r-e, here!”  In 

reading groups, we read My School.  

Students went on a sight word hunt for 

our new word, “here”.  We practiced 

tracking and decoding, as well.  Our 

read-alouds were all about shapes: 

Circles, Circles: Finding Circles around 

Us, Triangles, Rectangles, and Green 

Lizards Versus Red Rectangles.  

Students discussed the features of 

these non-fiction titles!  Non-fiction 

books have facts and information.  A 

way to find that information is to look 

in the table of contents.  We 

discovered that we could find specific 

information on a given page using that 

tool!  One of our literacy activities 

included cutting out pictures and 

sorting them by their initial sound.  

Another activity was sequencing letters 

into alphabetical order.  We did so with 

lowercase letters and uppercase 

letters.  To follow-up we practiced 

writing all of our uppercase letters in 

order, and then, all of our lowercase 

letters in order. 

 

Writing:  In writer’s workshop, 

students wrote about their holiday 

weekend.  What did you do over the 

weekend?  What are some details you 

can share?  Children completed these 

narrative pieces using different 

conventions of writing, including 

punctuation, spaces, and more!  

Afterwards, students took turns 

sharing in the author’s chair.  We enjoy 

reading what we wrote! 

 
 
 
 

Trees Made of Rectangles 
Children sequence green rectangles of varying 

sizes to create a tree.  We had to compare each 

rectangle’s attributes by looking at their size! 

 

Circle Printing with Friends 

Friends pose with their circle pictures.  We used 

cardboard tubes to make circle prints, dipping 

the tubes into paint.  What beautiful art! 
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Mathematics:  Our mathematicians explored a new unit…Shapes!  Children 

began this unit by reviewing flat shapes, or two dimensional shapes, all week.  

We studied circles, triangles, and rectangles.  In our journals we crafted a 

fold-out entry with the “I can” statement, “I can draw and name shapes.”  We 

extended this journal entry by also drawing our own pictures of items with the 

same shape that we identified and drew.  We even labeled our pictures!  During 

our math lessons, we discussed attributes.  What is an attribute?  How many 

sides and vertices does a given shape have?  We discussed more attributes of 

shapes.  How can you compare attributes?  We can compare sizes and colors.  

Check out the creative expression section to find out how we linked our math 

vocabulary word to an art project! 

 

Social Studies & Science:  Kindergarteners discussed celebrations.  How do we 

celebrate in our families?  

Children shared stories 

about their traditions.  For 

example, some students 

shared about who they eat 

Thanksgiving dinner with 

and holidays that are 

approaching!  December is a 

time filled with family, tradition, and celebrations.  We are excited to learn 

about how people celebrate differently all over the world! 
 

Creative Expression:  Creative kindergarteners made art using 

shapes.  This built a connection between art and mathematics.  We 

used cylinder-shaped tubes to make prints with paint.  We realized 

the tubes made circle shapes!  Children also created with green 

rectangles of different sizes.  We sequenced green rectangles by the 

attribute of size!  Moving from short to long, we created beautiful 

trees on snowy backgrounds. 

Love,  

Mrs. Allaire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7: Spirit Day – Festive Footwear 

 WEEK OF DECEMBER 10: During the week kids can visit Kids Go Shopping (Details 

to follow) 

 WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19: Winter Concert at 1:30 and 6:00 

Families,  please don’t hesitate to 

contact me with any questions, 

concerns, or ideas!  Email me at 

jallaire@scotlandes.org. 

Important Information and Events 


